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About This Game

Airmen is a first person shooter where players build and battle their own custom airships. Start with an empty hangar and build a
steampunk airship piece by piece. Crew you airship solo or alongside friends on dangerous expeditions into the Archipelago. Fill

your cargo hold with wood, aetherium, magnesite and more to upgrade your ship. Mine resources or raid the cargo holds of
other players or AI air forts. Take the wheel, mount the turrets, grab an axe for boarding action, or try to stay airborne using a

repair hammer but beware: every component of your airship can be destroyed so be sure to extract in one piece.

Features

Build your own airship from scratch with a growing catalog of 100+ parts!

Join your friends and build an airship together with co-op building.

Equip your ships with cannons, gatling guns, pigeon-guided missiles, rams, harpoons, railguns, and player operated
turrets.

Explore the many islands of the Archipelago in search of rare resources to upgrade your ship.

Run deliveries, hunt quarries, harvest resources, and defeat AI installations all across the open-world Archipelago.

Form a fleet to take on powerful world bosses like the Mechalodon and Ghost Ship.
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Complete contracts to gain reputation with multiple factions across the Archipelago.

Crew your airship with any number of friends or fly solo against enemy crew and AI controlled encounters across the
Archipelago.

Board enemies and commandeer their ship using grappling hooks, knives, axes, revolvers, rifles, and boarding charges.

Destroy airships by destroying individual components: an airship without engines can't power it's guns!

Unlock 60+ player cosmetics by completing in-game challenges.

Share your airships and download others' through the Steam Workshop.
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Title: Airmen
Genre: Action, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Strategy
Developer:
Airborne Games
Publisher:
Airborne Games
Release Date: 25 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64bit

Processor: 2.9 GHz Dual Core Processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 650

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 400 MB available space

Additional Notes: GPUs that do not support geometry instancing will experience degraded performance.

English
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I love boarding ships. This is probably the best steampunk airship game out there. some people say that its dead, but its a
growing game just not a whole lot of people know about and you can still find people playing to explore with. most of the
people who play the gameplay is easy to get used to and the size of the main gamemode's map is perfect. you can make any ship
you want, from a tiny speedster, to a cargo carrier or a massive warship you can make anything. the dev works hard to bring
weekly updates and bug fixes. the only thing I dont like about this game is how hard the cosmetics are to earn, but its not too
bad. 9.999\/10. This is a lovingly-crafted niche title that brings back all of the best memories of games like Air Buccaneers. The
small, albeit dedicated community is steadily growing and I've encountered very few toxic cretins in my time with the game.
The only complaint I have is about the lack of a dedicated deathmatch mode for airship combat without the downtime. All in all
this is an incredible game and well worth your money.
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